
We apply our steadfast vision, our entrepreneurial

�spirit and our investment expertise to offer our

clients significant added value and long-term

performance.

THE DRIVE YOU DEMAND

INTRODUCTION

UBP Asset Management LLC ("UBPAM LLC") was formed in 1996 and is a privately held, SEC registered, New York Ci
investment adviser.
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Our difference is

strength paired

with agility

ACTIVITIES

Our areas of expertise

Our value-added approach to Research, Portfolio Construction and Risk

Management �is driven by the expectations of our investors and our global expertise

in recognizing �unique growth opportunities within the Alternatives market.

Our four key values express UBP’s

determination to achieve its objectives

and to respond �to its clients’

expectations, �as well as work in their

best �interests

Dedication

Conviction

Agility

Responsibility

ABO UT US

UBP Asset Management LLC in brief

UBPAM LLC is part of a larger organization, Union Bancaire Privée (“UBP”), �which

was founded in 1969. As a pioneer in the area of offering alternative investment

solutions, UBP has been investing in hedge funds since the early 1970s and

launched its �rst fund of hedge funds in 1986. UBP is one of the leading private

international asset managers for global clients and is one of the largest �privately

capitalized banks in the industry.

All information and content contained herein (the Information) has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable; however, UBP Asset Management LLC (UBPAM) or Union Bancaire Privée (UBP)

DISCLAIMER



fund advised �and/or managed by UBPAM (a Fund) make no guarantee or warranty as to the correctness or completeness of such Information. The Information is not the offer of, nor the solicitation 

security, which can only be made pursuant to the terms of a Funds con�dential private offering memorandum describing the terms of such offering, a copy of which can only be obtained through UB

request and exclusively to investors in countries �where investment in such securities does not constitute a violation of applicable laws and regulations. There is potential for loss when investing in a 

strategies described herein. Opportunities for redemption and �transferability of interests or shares in a Fund are restricted, so investors may not have access to capital when it is needed. There is no 

the interests or shares in a Fund and none is expected to develop. �An investor should not invest in a Fund unless it is prepared to lose all or a substantial portion of its investment. Past performance

guarantee of future results.


